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Genomes are vulnerable to selfish genetic elements (SGEs), which enhance their own transmission relative to the rest of an individual's genome but are neutral or harmful to the individual as a whole. As a result, genetic conflict occurs between SGEs and other genetic elements in the genome. There is growing evidence that SGEs, and the resulting genetic conflict, are an important motor for evolutionary change and innovation. In this review, the kinds of SGEs and their evolutionary consequences are described, including how these elements shape basic biological features, such as genome structure and gene regulation, evolution of new genes, origin of new species, and mechanisms of sex determination and development. The dynamics of SGEs are also considered, including possible "evolutionary functions" of SGEs.

The idea that some components of the genome can be "selfish" or "parasitic" has a long and controversial history. The first recognition that a gene could increase in frequency by imparting a drive relative to its homolog came with the description of X-chromosome meiotic drive dynamics in Drosophila obscura by Gershenson (1). Later, Oesterhelt (2) investigated accumulation of supernumerary (extra nonvital) "B" chromosomes in plants and made the first explicit argument that some genetic material in an organism can be "parasitic." These observations and their evolutionary implications were not widely known among biologists, however, in part because meiotic drive and supernumerary chromosomes were perceived as genetic peculiarities rather than important general phenomena. Three parallel threads then set the stage for more serious considerations of selfish genetic elements (SGEs) and genetic conflict ideas. First, empirical and conceptual developments in genetics and evolutionary biology led to wider acceptance of a gene-centric view of evolution (3, 4). Notably, in this regard was Dawkin's influential book (4) entitled The Selfish Gene, which described genes as "selfish replicators" encoding phenotypes that increase their transmission to future generations and organisms fundamentally as "vehicles" for the transmission of genes. Second, rapid advances in molecular biology began to reveal that many eukaryotic genomes contain large amounts of repetitive DNA without any clear function, although their potential role within the genome was the subject of much speculation (5). Seminal papers by Doolittle and Sapientza (6) and Orgel and Crick (7) first proposed that repetitive DNA could be considered parasitic or selfish replicators. In 1981, Cosmides and Tooby (8) explicitly introduced the concept of genetic conflict between nuclear and cytoplasmic (e.g., mitochondria) elements over sex determination. The idea of SGEs and genetic conflict remained highly controversial, however, and a counterview was that such elements exist because they play important regulatory roles in cells and in evolution. Third, an increasing number of genetic studies began to uncover non-Mendelian and other elements within diverse organisms that appeared to have "self-promoting" features that cannot simply be explained as adaptations for the organism. These included discoveries of meiotic drive in diverse organisms; heritable elements, such as killer plasmids; and a genome-eliminating supernumerary chromosome that was an unequivocal example of a nonadaptive self-promoting replicator (9).

Werren et al. (10) published the first general review of selfish or parasitic genes and defined an SGE as an element that has characteristics enhancing its own transmission relative to the rest of an individual's genome but neutral or detrimental to the organism as a whole. Examples include transposable elements (TEs), meiotic drivers, supernumerary B chromosomes, postsegregation killers, and heritable microbes and organelles that distort sex determination. In 1988, the idea that elements in the genome could be parasitic was still contrary to prevailing opinions of many molecular biologists, who viewed the cell and organism as a highly integrated machine, and therefore considered the idea that components of the cell could be maintained because of their selfish replication as a bizarre and foreign concept. In contrast, the SGE model is a more "ecological" view that considers the genome as a set of genetic elements with potentially different kinds of interactions, ranging from cooperative (mutualistic), to neutral (commensal), to selfish (parasitic) (11). According to this paradigm, genetic conflict can arise among components of the genome that have different transmission patterns (e.g., transposons, nuclear genes, cytoplasmic genes), and therefore conflicting genetic interests. The basic idea is as follows: When components of the genome have different transmission patterns, selection can act on an element to increase its transmission even if that is detrimental to the organism and/or other heritable components of the genome. Genetic conflict within the genome will then result, because enhanced transmission of an SGE decreases transmission of other genetic elements. An evolutionary "arms race" can then occur among different components of the genome over basic biological processes.

Werren et al. (10) raised three basic questions about SGEs that are still the subject of study today: (i) What are their origins, (ii) how are SGEs maintained, and (iii) are SGEs important in evolution? Regarding this last question, they concluded that "selfish elements, and the 'intragenomic conflict' they create, may be an important force promoting evolutionary change. However, this possibility has not been demonstrated conclusively in any system" (10). They further observed that the pace of understanding of SGEs “is expected to accelerate with the application of molecular cloning techniques” (10). Subsequent advances have eclipsed this expectation. What has occurred in the intervening years is the genomics revolution, a veritable explosion of information and techniques that have begun to open the “black box” of genome structure, function, and evolution. Today, there are over 1,000 bacterial genomes and over 100 eukaryote genomes sequenced, with the numbers growing almost daily (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/genomes/). These data and advances in genetic techniques have helped reveal how genomes evolve and function. The story that is emerging increasingly supports a central role of SGEs in shaping structure and function of genomes and in playing an important role in such fundamental biological processes as gene regulation, development, evolution of genetic novelty, and evolution of new species.
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Here, I describe the conceptual framework for SGEs and genetic conflict as well as their types, and I then discuss developments that reveal the role of SGEs in important biological processes. There are several common themes to the topic that are briefly listed here and elaborated on below:

i) Antagonistic selection occurs between SGEs and other genome components, and this can lead to evolutionary change and novelty.

ii) Sexual recombination and lateral movement between lineages is important to SGE maintenance and evolution.

iii) Many genetic elements have mixed phenotypes with a combination of parasitic and beneficial features.

iv) SGEs can also lead to an “evolved dependency” by the host, which has the appearance of mutualism but is not.

v) SGEs can occupy “safe havens” within the genome, where their negative effects are mitigated or they are less likely to be excised or repressed.

vi) SGEs can be “domesticated” or “co-opted” by genomes, resulting in the evolution of novel genes and functions.

I will end the paper with a discussion of “why” SGEs persist in nature and contrast the evidence and predictions for the view that SGEs persist because of their ability to replicate within genomes (the parasitic hypothesis) vs. the view that they persist because they promote the ability of populations to adapt and evolve (the “evolvability” hypothesis).

Types of Genetic Conflict

Genetic conflict occurs when different genetic elements (either within an individual or between individuals) have influence over the same phenotype, and an increase in transmission of one element by its phenotypic effects causes a decrease in transmission of the other. Not included in this definition are population changes in allele frequency at a locus, unless they result from antagonistic selection acting on the alternative alleles for the shared phenotype (12, 13). An example will illustrate the point. A meiotic drive allele reduces the nondriving allele among the gametes of heterozygous individuals; therefore, these alternative alleles (and tightly linked loci) experience antagonistic selective pressures over the phenotype (one is selected to drive and the other to suppress the drive).

Genetic conflicts historically have been divided into “intrageneric” conflict, which occurs within the genome of an individual, and “intergeneric” conflict, which occurs between genomes (e.g., transposons), which are generally selected to transpose within a genome, and Mendelian components of the nuclear genome, which are selected to suppress transposition because of fitness costs to the individual. Evidence of this conflict includes diverse mechanisms that have evolved to restrain transposition (17). Similarly, cytoplasmically inherited and nuclear inherited elements experience genetic conflict, primarily over sex determination, because of their differences in transmission through male sperm and female eggs (8, 18). As indicated in Fig. 1, intracellular conflict can occur when heritable differences arise within the cell lineages of an organism by de novo mutation or unequal transmission of heritable organelles or microbes into daughter cells. It has been argued that development has been molded to minimize such conflicts by uniparental inheritance of organelles, metazoan development from single cells, and germline sequestering (8, 19). At the other end of the spectrum are conflicts between individuals, such as parents, offspring, mates, or members of social groups, over phenotypes they jointly influence, such as resource use. Nature is not always as clean as our paradigms, and there is at least one category of genetic conflict that has features of both intraindividual and interindividual conflict, that is, paternal-maternal genome interactions among cells within an organism that are genetically different because of de novo mutations or transpositions (17) or unequal segregation (blue circle). Genetic conflicts also occur between individuals, including parent-offspring, sexual, or social conflict. Paternal-maternal genome interactions within offspring have features of both intraindividual and interindividual conflict.

Transposons and Other Mobile Elements. Mobile elements include plasmids, endogenous viruses, and TEs. TEs have the ability to copy into the following broad categories (10, 15, 16): TEs, biased gene converters, meiotic drivers, postsegregation drivers, and cytoplasmic drivers. These elements act to increase their own transmission to the detriment of other components of an individual’s genome. This does not mean that such elements cannot have positive long-term evolutionary consequences, and some of the elements in this list can have both selfish and beneficial components.

Fig. 1. Types of genetic conflicts. Genetic conflicts can be categorized as intraindividual (or intragenomic) and interindividual (or intergenic). Intraindividual conflicts occur among genetic elements with different inheritance patterns (e.g., cytoplasmic genes; nuclear genes; X, Y, and autosomally located genes; mobile elements). Intraindividual conflict also arises among cells within an organism that are genetically different because of de novo mutations or transpositions (17) or heteroplasmy attributable to unequal segregation (blue circle). Genetic conflicts also occur between individuals, including parent-offspring, sexual, or social conflict. Paternal-maternal genome interactions within offspring have features of both intraindividual and interindividual conflict.

Here, we have a rogue’s gallery of the genome. SGEs can be placed into the following broad categories (10, 15, 16): TEs, biased gene converters, meiotic drivers, postsegregation drivers, and cytoplasmic drivers. These elements act to increase their own transmission to the detriment of other components of an individual’s genome. This does not mean that such elements cannot have positive long-term evolutionary consequences, and some of the elements in this list can have both selfish and beneficial components.
II introns set the stage for evolutionary expansion of introns in the genomes of higher eukaryotes. In bacteria, the amount of mobile DNA ranges from 0–21% and varies with bacterial ecology rather than phylogeny (23)—bacteria with greater exposure to other bacterial lineages show higher levels of mobile DNA. This suggests that opportunities for lateral acquisition, rather than benefits to the host, explain relative abundances of these elements. It is also clear, however, that mobile elements in bacteria (e.g., plasmids) can encode proteins that increase survival of their bacterial hosts, such as antibiotic resistance (24). Evidence suggests that mobile elements in bacteria can be maintained by a combination of selfish features that promote their acquisition and retention in bacterial genomes and (in some cases) beneficial effects on their bacterial hosts. Very large plasmids tend to become degradative and carry important bacterial functions, indicating their evolution to mutualism (24).

In eukaryote genomes, the abundance of TEs can vary widely (25). For example, ~40% of the human genome is composed of TEs, whereas only 3% of the pufferfish genome is (26). Plants vary similarly. As a result, TEs and other repetitive DNA can be major determinants of genome size within taxa (27). TEs also vary considerably in the taxonomic breadth of their distribution (28, 29). Around 10 different DNA TE superfamilies are currently recognized (28), and many show a broad host taxonomic distribution and signatures of lateral transfer between taxa. There is also evidence that promoters have ventured retrotransposons between reptiles and mammals, and members of four DNA TE families are found in both vertebrates and blood-sucking triatomid bugs, suggesting possible mechanisms for intertaxon transfers. A study in Drosophila genomes finds that approximately one-third of TE families originated from recent interspecies lateral transfers, with an estimated transfer rate of 0.04 events per family per million years (30). In fact, lateral movement across host taxa is believed to be an important mechanism for long-term maintenance of TE families. The rationale is that evolutionary suppression of TEs by the host will lead to their persistence in the genome and provide opportunities for lateral ac-

Given the ubiquity and abundance of TEs, it is inevitable that some will be recruited by genomes for new cellular functions (reviewed in refs. 28, 37, and 38). This is variously referred to as “domestication,” “co-option,” or “exaptation.” Classic examples include the utilization of TART and Heta TEs for tandem duplication of drosophilid flies and the likely origin of V(D)J recombination (used in vertebrates to generate immunoglobulin diversity) from mariner-TC1 family TEs. New and exciting discoveries further indicate that domestication of TEs is important in the evolution of genomes, such as the evolution of new protein-coding genes (including regulatory DNA binding factors), cis-regulatory sequences, and regulatory small RNAs from TEs (28, 37, 38). Both the DNA binding and catalytic domains from the transposase genes of DNA TEs have been involved in domestication events in animals, plants, and fungi. The SETMAR gene is a chimera derived from a mariner-like element with the SET domain from a histone methyltransferase gene 40–58 million years ago (37, 38). Its function is unknown but possibly involved in DNA repair. Widely distributed TEs have been involved in independent domestication events in diverse taxa, such as Pogo elements in both mammals and fission yeast (37). Intriguingly, a number of regulatory DNA binding proteins appear to have evolved from the DNA binding domains of TEs, such as PAX6 (sensory development in metazoans), CENP-B (centromere function in vertebrates), and Bric-a-Brac (tissue development in insects). Fesochte (38) reports that at least one key DNA binding protein is derived from TEs in taxa ranging from plants and fungi to metazoans. Retrogenes occur when host mRNA is reverse-transcribed and inserted into the genome. The process is dependent on RT proteins from retroele-

methylene inactivation (34). By increasing rates of CG-to-CA mutation, DNA methylation of TEs also accelerates their mutational degradation. Neurospora shows targeted repeat TE degradation by this mechanism. One side effect of their very efficient repeat elimination is that the maintenance of gene duplications is difficult in Neurospora, thus affecting its evolu-

tionary trajectory (17). DNA methylation suppression of TEs occurs in both animals and plants and has been invoked as a likely preadaptation for evolution of the placenta and genomic imprinting in mammals (35, 36).

As a result, there has been strong selection on plant and animal genomes to evolve machinery to suppress TE activity, including DNA methylation suppression, repeat-induced point mutation in fungi, RNAs, and small RNA suppression pathways (17, 26). As a result, there has been strong selection on plant and animal genomes to evolve machinery to suppress TE activity, including DNA methylation suppression, repeat-induced point mutation in fungi, RNAs, and small RNA suppression pathways (17, 26). These mechanisms could have originally evolved for suppression of TEs and other exogenous DNA, and have subsequently acquired gene regulatory functions. In Drosophila melanogaster, the flamenco locus is a large genomic region con-
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mutational amelioration of their deleterious side effects and refinement of cis-regulatory effects.

Do TEs increase the rate of speciation in their hosts? Non-homologous recombination among TEs can lead to chromosomal rearrangements that contribute to chromosomal amal-319. TE differences between related species may also contribute to reproductive isolation, however; arguing against this scenario is the rapidity by which TEs can jump species boundaries, as observed by P-elements in Drosophila (21). Regarding extinction rates, a comparative study suggests that high TE loads increase the probability of extinction in plants, birds, and reptiles but not mammals (42). Theoretical treatments indicate that TE activity can play a significant role in the extinction of parthenogenetic species through mutational load accumulation DNA particularly for rare species (43, 44). In larger populations, clonal selection will lead to loss of active TEs, assuming their effects are mostly deleterious (43). Zeh et al. (45) propose an “epi-transposon” hypothesis that changing environments can lead to stress-induced breakdown of epigenetic suppression of TEs (e.g., methylation, piRNAs), with resulting extensive transposition providing new material for rapid adaptive shifts. They also note that such transposon release could lead to increased extinction rates. Alternatively, a changing environment could simply provide transient advantages for elevated mutation rates, which TEs can readily provide. Although intriguing, there is currently little direct support for these ideas.

Biased Gene Converters. Gene converters are a special class of SGEs that preferentially insert themselves into homologous uninserted sites in the genome. The most famous of these are the homing endonuclease (HEs) found in bacteria and eukaryotes (46). HEs are self-splicing group I introns coding for highly specific endonucleases (HEs) that cut rare specific sites within the genome, typically the uninserted homologous sequence (hence the name “homing”). Cellular mechanisms use the inserted sequence and homologous flanking DNA to recombine for repair, resulting in insertion of the HE into the previously unoccupied site. Other HEs actually splice out of proteins following translation (“inteins”). HEs are known to spread laterally between distant bacterial lineages and appear to maintain strong site fidelity. Their self-splicing ability ensures that the protein function is not disrupted. Using functionally important regions as insertion sites reduces the ability of hosts to evolve resistance to HEs, thus providing a “safe harbor.”

Other forms of biased gene conversion have been found in recombination hotspots in humans through detailed analysis of the DNA sequence (47). The discovery of how aver lawmakers to which such biased gene conversion can be considered selfish depends on whether conversion bias is dependent on the sequence of the putative SGE. There is growing evidence in eukaryotes of a general GC gene conversion bias in DNA repair of double-strand breaks, resulting in AT/HC heterozygotes producing more GC than AT gametes (48). Can we therefore consider G and C to be our smallest selfish elements? Probably not, because conversion is likely attributable to a general bias in using G and C during double-stranded break repair rather than to a biased conversion attributable to a specific sequence motif. In any case, GC-biased conversion clearly has major consequences for genome composition and evolution (48).

Meiotic Drivers. Meiosis results in a reduction of the diploid germ cells to haploid gametes. In general, meiosis is “fair,” meaning that the two homologous chromosomes have an equal probability of ending up in functional gametes (sperm or eggs). Meiosis creates opportunities for SGEs that can increase their transmission relative to a nondriving homolog, however. Meiotic drivers are widespread in nature and include such examples as segregation distortion (SD) in D. melanogaster. X-chromosome drive in many animals, X and Y drive in plants, knob-containing chromosomes in maize, the t-locus in mice, supernumerary or B chromosomes in animals and plants, and centromere drive in different organisms (49–53). Meiotic drive can take three basic forms. “True” meiotic drive (e.g., many B chromosomes, centromere drive) is accomplished by preferential segregation to the functional (egg or ovule) pole during gametogenesis. Germline overreplication occurs in some B chromosomes and results in their increased transmission to gametes. “Gamete killer” drive acts by selective elimination or functional disruption of gametes that do not carry the meiotic driving element. This latter form is typically found in males because they produce an excess of gametes that effectively compete for fertilization of eggs. Gamete killing results in increased fertilization of eggs by sperm with the driving chromosome from heterozygous males. SD illustrates the basic mechanism (52). SD is composed of two tightly linked loci near the centromere of chromosome 2 of D. melanogaster. The distorting locus Sd encodes a partial duplication of the gene RanGAP, and the Rsp responder locus contains variable numbers of a tandem repeat. When chromosomes contain a normal copy of RanGAP and higher copy numbers of Rsp. In heterozygotes, WT sperm fail to develop properly because of interactions between the variant RanGAP (which mislocalizes to the nucleus) and Rsp repeats. A third linked locus enhances drive and a number of unlinked loci reduce drive, as predicted by conflict theory.

Centromere drive has been proposed as a mechanism for evolution of centromeric DNA (51). The basic idea is that competition for spindle binding favors expansion of centromere binding sequences to promote segregation to the function (egg) pole. Recent studies reveal that B chromosomes in some organisms can code for beneficial effects as well, however (49). At the other end of the scale, meiotic sex chromosome drive is widespread (50). Recent studies reveal that B chromosomes in some organisms can code for beneficial effects as well, however (49). At the other end of the scale, meiotic sex chromosome drive is widespread (50). Recent studies reveal that B chromosomes in some organisms can code for beneficial effects as well, however (49). At the other end of the scale, meiotic sex chromosome drive is widespread (50).

Sex chromosome drive is widespread (50). As a result of evolution of drive repression, however, X drive is often cryptic and only revealed in crosses between populations or species. For example, there are at least three cryptic X-drive systems in Drosophila simulans alone (50). Drive can also be difficult to detect if there is not an associated phenotype or linked genetic marker to detect deviation from Mendelian ratios. Genomic techniques are now allowing us to look for drive in diploid insects that persist by de-
Post Segregation Distorters (PSDs). A diverse array of PSDs exist, which, when present in an organism, act after progeny are produced to reduce the survival/fertility of progeny that have lost the driver. Although PSDs have arisen independently in many different organisms, a key feature of all PSDS is the involvement of a modification-rescue system, also called a toxin-antidote. I use the more general modification-rescue terminology because it does not assume a particular biochemical mechanism (cell toxicity) as the mode of action. A modification occurs in the “parent,” and this modification must be rescued in the offspring. If the PSD element is not transmitted to the offspring, rescue cannot occur and “harm” will come to the progeny (often death).

Dramatic examples of PSDS are the killer plasmids of bacteria and yeast (63). In killer plasmids, the longer persistence of the encoded toxin relative to the antidote protein ensures that daughter cells die if the plasmid is lost. This acts to prevent both segregation loss of the plasmid and its displacement by a competitor plasmid. Restriction-modification (R-M) systems also have PSD properties (64). They are widespread in bacteria and typically involve an enzyme that modifies DNA (e.g., by methylation) and a restriction enzyme that will cut DNA of a specific sequence that lacks the modification. These were originally believed to have evolved to provide protection to the cell against foreign DNA (e.g., bacteriophages). Kobayashi (64) has convincingly shown that R-M systems also behave as postsegregation killers. R-M systems located on plasmids are like other PSDS in having a modification and rescue. The restriction enzyme protein persists longer in progeny cells than does the modification enzyme; therefore, if the plasmid is lost in a bacterial daughter cell, the result will be restriction of its DNA and death. It has been shown that R-M systems do indeed kill cells that lose them, either through segregation or displacement by a different plasmid, thus maintaining the selfish R-M system.

The dynamics of PSDS, such as killer and R-M system plasmids, can be complex and dependent on population structure (64). In general, daughter cell killing only imparts an indirect and weak advantage to the progenitor cell lineage unless daughter cells compete with each other for resources, in which case the benefits are more direct. Therefore, the advantages occur most strongly in structured populations where related microbes co-occur. A second advantage of PSDS is prevention of displacement by competing plasmids. Some R-M systems are integrated into bacterial chromosomes, and this would seem to limit their advantage as post-segregation killers. Recent work shows that some integrated R-M systems are associated with TE-like structures that could facilitate their lateral movement between bacterial clones; however (65), PSDS have not been co-opted by bacterial and yeast genomes for defense against competitors, viral protection, or other phenotypes. For example, killer plasmids share some features with bacteriocins in bacteria and diffusible killer toxins in yeast, which can act to kill competitor cells lacking the linked modification-rescue mechanism (63). Bacteriocins typically produce diffusible toxins, however, and therefore target different cell lineages. Nevertheless, some bacteriocin systems may have PSD features and may have originated from PSD plasmids in some cases. Frank and Wolfe (65) have found the evolutionary addition of killer plasmid and killer virus DNA into yeast chromosomes, contributing to “killer chromosome” genotypes that produce diffusible substances targeting competitor cell lineages.

PSDs are also found in complex multicellular eukaryotes. A most intriguing example is the maternal effect dominant embryonic arrest (Medea) system in Tribolium beetles (66), which is chromosomally integrated and was discovered in crosses between populations with and without the driver. When females carry the Medea element, their zygotes must also receive the element (either maternally or paternally) or the offspring perish. The maternal modification factor and the zygotic responder are tightly linked. Recent work suggests that Medea may be caused by a TE insertion just upstream of a gene and maternal zygotic function. It is a quandary why Medea-like elements have not been found more widely in eukaryotes, but one explanation could be that they can quickly go to fixation in populations and become hidden. Medea elements have the potential to drive desirable traits into host populations (e.g., vector resistance to pathogens). To explore this idea, an artificial Medea element was successfully constructed in D. melanogaster by coupling a gene for micro-RNA silencing of a maternally expressed gene required for embryogenesis with a cryptically expressing rescue (67).

An usual example of B chromosome-induced PSD occurs in Nasonia and Trichogramma wasps, which have haplodiploid sex determination; haploid males develop from unfertilized eggs and females from fertilized eggs (54). The paternal sex ratio (psr) chromosome occurs in some males of these species. These males produce functional sperm, but psr induces improper condensation of the paternal chromosomes (except itself) in the fertilized egg, resulting in total loss of the normal paternal set. This converts the embryo into a haploid male that carries the supernumerary psr chromosome. That male’s genome will be destroyed in the next generation, and psr will associate itself with yet another set of chromosomes destined for destruction. Because psr totally destroys the genome with which it becomes associated in each generation, it represents the most extreme example of an SGE in any organism. Haplodiploid sex determination promotes these extreme SGEs under certain population structures, and they have evolved independently in different wasp species.

Heritable Organelles and Microbes. It may seem odd to include vital organelles, such as mitochondria and chloroplasts, in a treatise on SGEs. These organelles can have genetic interests that diverge from that of the nuclear genome, however, resulting in genetic conflict (Fig. 1). Mitochondria and chloroplasts evolved from ancient bacterial symbionts, and each retains its own DNA despite extensive transfer of genetic material to the nucleus. Such symbioses are not simply events of the ancient past, because heritable microorganisms (those that are inherited during the reproduction of their hosts, often through the egg cytoplasm) are widespread in plants and animals and involve a diverse array of microbial taxa. Once it was assumed that these microbes must always be beneficial to their hosts because they are dependent on host reproduction for their transmission. Although many heritable microbes are mutualistic, others manipulate host reproduction in ways that enhance the microbes’ transmission, and hence can be considered “reproductive parasites” (68).

The difference in inheritance patterns between heritable cytoplasmic elements and nuclear genes causes genetic conflict (8, 18, 69). With a few exceptions, inherited cytoplasmic elements are passed through the cytoplasm of the egg but not through sperm (in part, because of little cytoplasm in sperm). As a consequence, females can be infected with cytoplasmic elements, whereas males do not. In contrast, (autosomal) nuclear genes are typically inherited through both sexes. The result is cytonuclear conflict over sex determination and sex ratios, which, along with other forms of sex determination conflict, has likely played a role in sex determination evolution (18). For example, mitochondrial variants induce pollen sterility in many plants, resulting in evolution of nuclear suppressor genotypes. Some of these systems are cryptic, as a result of evolutionary suppression, but are revealed in crosses between populations or related species. Many different inherited microbes have evolved mechanisms to manipulate host reproduction because of their preferential transmission through females (14, 18, 68). Among the kinds of manipulations are conversion of males to functional females, induction of parthenogenetic reproduction in females, male-killing, and a form of sperm-egg incompatibility termed “cytoplasmic incompatibility” (CI). Noteworthy by its abundance in invertebrates and ability to perform all these manipulations is the α-proteobacterium Wolbachia (68). This bacterium is transmitted through eggs but also moves laterally between taxa. As a result, it is found in ~70% of terrestrial arthropods (70). Many strains of Wolbachia induce a form of sperm-egg incompatibility called CI. These Wolbachia strains modify the sperm (by unknown biochemical mechanisms), such that the same strain of Wolbachia must be present in the egg to rescue the modification. If not, the sperm chromatin condenses improperly in the embryo, usually killing the offspring. By reducing the fitness of
uninfected females, the infection can spread very rapidly in populations. Different strains of *Wolbachia* can be reciprocally incompatible because of differences in their modification-rescue system or host genetic interactions. An interesting possible case of evolved dependency occurs in the wasp *Asobara tabida* (71). Removal of *Wolbachia* results in sterility as a result of elevated apoptosis in the developing female reproductive tract. Because closely related species do not require *Wolbachia* for ovarian development, this is likely either a case of PSD (killing of stem cells that have lost the bacteria) or an evolved host dependency on the presence of the parasite in reproductive tissues, which results in abnormal apoptosis in their absence. Such evolved dependencies to SGEs are likely to be common and are distinct from mutualisms, even though both will result in reduced fitness when the element is removed or inhibited.

Do inherited symbionts promote speciation in their hosts? Because CI can induce partial or complete reproductive incompatibility between diverging populations with different infections, it may promote reproductive isolation and speciation (reviewed in refs. 72 and 73). For example, in the *Nasonia* species complex, reciprocal CI between the species is a major contributor to hybrid reproductive incompatibilities and evolved early in the speciation process. A general role for *Wolbachia* in speciation has been criticized for several reasons, however, including (i) *Wolbachia* induced transpositions do not always produce sterility (70); (ii) transposable elements (TEs) can be unstable between populations; (iii) *Wolbachia* infections are not common enough to be a major player. Nevertheless, supporting data continue to grow, including theoretical studies indicating that CI differences can be stable, maintain divergence, and select for premating isolation; empirical studies showing CI as contributing to reproductive isolation and reinforcement of mate discrimination between species (74); and the finding that *Wolbachia* infections are much more common than previously recognized (in ~70% of species rather than original estimates of 20%). Parthenogenetic species have also been found to harbor *Wolbachia* (75). In haplodiploids, *Wolbachia* causes parthenogenesis by inducing diploidization of unfertilized haploid eggs, which leads to female development. Parthenogenesis causing *Wolbachia* often occurs as a polymorphism in sexual species, but host genetic changes favoring females that do not mate can lead to fully parthenogenetic species (75). Subsequent loss of genes needed for sexual reproduction makes the process irreversible. Over 20 examples of *Wolbachia*-induced parthenogenetic species have been described in haplodiploids. *Wolbachia* species within the genome in intimate proximity to the nucleus. An exciting recent discovery is that lateral gene transfers from *Wolbachia* to animals are common (76). Approximately one-third of invertebrate genomes show such transfers, sometimes involving large amounts of DNA (e.g., nearly the entire 1.2-MB genome of *Wolbachia in Drosophila ananassae*). Such transfers can either degrade over evolutionary time as a result of mutation accumulation or evolve novel functional genes, and there is evidence of the latter in some species (76, 77).

**Other Evolutionary Consequences of SGEs.** SGEs have been invoked to play a role in many important biological phenomena, with variable levels of empirical and theoretical support. Examples include the evolution of sex, recombination, anisogamy, germline sequestration and uniparental inheritance of plastids, and alteration of mating systems (14–16). Here, I will mention a few recent studies of interest. The scarcity of males caused by meiotic drive is a key contributor to hybrid reproductive incompatibilities and evolved early in the speciation process. A general role for *Wolbachia* in speciation has been criticized for several reasons, however, including (i) *Wolbachia* induced transpositions do not always produce sterility (70); (ii) transposable elements (TEs) can be unstable between populations; (iii) *Wolbachia* infections are not common enough to be a major player. Nevertheless, supporting data continue to grow, including theoretical studies indicating that CI differences can be stable, maintain divergence, and select for premating isolation; empirical studies showing CI as contributing to reproductive isolation and reinforcement of mate discrimination between species (74); and the finding that *Wolbachia* infections are much more common than previously recognized (in ~70% of species rather than original estimates of 20%). Parthenogenetic species have also been found to harbor *Wolbachia* (75). In haplodiploids, *Wolbachia* causes parthenogenesis by inducing diploidization of unfertilized haploid eggs, which leads to female development. Parthenogenesis causing *Wolbachia* often occurs as a polymorphism in sexual species, but host genetic changes favoring females that do not mate can lead to fully parthenogenetic species (75). Subsequent loss of genes needed for sexual reproduction makes the process irreversible. Over 20 examples of *Wolbachia*-induced parthenogenetic species have been described in haplodiploids. *Wolbachia* species within the genome in intimate proximity to the nucleus. An exciting recent discovery is that lateral gene transfers from *Wolbachia* to animals are common (76). Approximately one-third of invertebrate genomes show such transfers, sometimes involving large amounts of DNA (e.g., nearly the entire 1.2-MB genome of *Wolbachia in Drosophila ananassae*). Such transfers can either degrade over evolutionary time as a result of mutation accumulation or evolve novel functional genes, and there is evidence of the latter in some species (76, 77).

**Evolutionary Dynamics, Evolvability, and “Function” of SGEs.** A long-standing debate concerns the evolutionary function of TEs, and this debate has been reinvigorated with recent discoveries of their evolutionary domestication into functional genes. Are TEs maintained over long evolutionary time scales because they induce beneficial mutations and innovations, thus allowing species to adapt (the evolvability hypothesis) or because they are self-replicating elements that are maintained by replicating at faster rates than they are lost (the parasite hypothesis)? Note that the parasite hypothesis does not preclude TE insertions evolving beneficial functions in the host (i.e., domestication) but argues that this is a consequence of TEs rather than the “reason” for the existence of TEs. There has been a recent resurgence of articles either implicitly or explicitly stating that an important evolutionary “function” of TEs is to promote genetic innovation and evolvability (81–84). For example, Aziz et al. (83) argue that the ubiquity of TEs is proof that they must exist to provide benefits in evolution. They state that “ubiquity is one of the indicators of essentiality” and further claim that these elements are “indispensable in every genome (elements of core genome) or every ecosystem (eco-essential genes)” (83). The near-ubiquity of TEs can be readily explained by their ability to replicate within genomes and to move laterally between species, however. There is ample evidence that TEs can accumulate in genomes as a result of adaptive insertions that induce beneficial changes in mating systems (78). The germ granule, a key component in germ cell determination, contains proteins important as drivers and cytoplasmic sex ratio distorters has selected for recent studies of interest. The scarcity of males caused by meiotic drive is a key contributor to hybrid reproductive incompatibilities and evolved early in the speciation process. A general role for *Wolbachia* in speciation has been criticized for several reasons, however, including (i) *Wolbachia* induced transpositions do not always produce sterility (70); (ii) transposable elements (TEs) can be unstable between populations; (iii) *Wolbachia* infections are not common enough to be a major player. Nevertheless, supporting data continue to grow, including theoretical studies indicating that CI differences can be stable, maintain divergence, and select for premating isolation; empirical studies showing CI as contributing to reproductive isolation and reinforcement of mate discrimination between species (74); and the finding that *Wolbachia* infections are much more common than previously recognized (in ~70% of species rather than original estimates of 20%). Parthenogenetic species have also been found to harbor *Wolbachia* (75). In haplodiploids, *Wolbachia* causes parthenogenesis by inducing diploidization of unfertilized haploid eggs, which leads to female development. Parthenogenesis causing *Wolbachia* often occurs as a polymorphism in sexual species, but host genetic changes favoring females that do not mate can lead to fully parthenogenetic species (75). Subsequent loss of genes needed for sexual reproduction makes the process irreversible. Over 20 examples of *Wolbachia*-induced parthenogenetic species have been described in haplodiploids. *Wolbachia* species within the genome in intimate proximity to the nucleus. An exciting recent discovery is that lateral gene transfers from *Wolbachia* to animals are common (76). Approximately one-third of invertebrate genomes show such transfers, sometimes involving large amounts of DNA (e.g., nearly the entire 1.2-MB genome of *Wolbachia in Drosophila ananassae*). Such transfers can either degrade over evolutionary time as a result of mutation accumulation or evolve novel functional genes, and there is evidence of the latter in some species (76, 77).

Evolutionary Dynamics, Evolvability, and “Function” of SGEs. A long-standing debate concerns the evolutionary function of TEs, and this debate has been reinvigorated with recent discoveries of their evolutionary domestication into functional genes. Are TEs maintained over long evolutionary time scales because they induce beneficial mutations and innovations, thus allowing species to adapt (the evolvability hypothesis) or because they are self-replicating elements that are maintained by replicating at faster rates than they are lost (the parasite hypothesis)? Note that the parasite hypothesis does not preclude TE insertions evolving beneficial functions in the host (i.e., domestication) but argues that this is a consequence of TEs rather than the “reason” for the existence of TEs. There has been a recent resurgence of articles either implicitly or explicitly stating that an important evolutionary “function” of TEs is to promote genetic innovation and evolvability (81–84). For example, Aziz et al. (83) argue that the ubiquity of TEs is proof that they must exist to provide benefits in evolution. They state that “ubiquity is one of the indicators of essentiality” and further claim that these elements are “indispensable in every genome (elements of core genome) or every ecosystem (eco-essential genes)” (83). The near-ubiquity of TEs can be readily explained by their ability to replicate within genomes and to move laterally between species, however. There is ample evidence that TEs can accumulate in genomes as a result of adaptive insertions that induce beneficial changes in mating systems (78). The germ granule, a key component in germ cell determination, contains proteins important as drivers and cytoplasmic sex ratio distorters has selected for recent studies of interest. The scarcity of males caused by meiotic drive is a key contributor to hybrid reproductive incompatibilities and evolved early in the speciation process. A general role for *Wolbachia* in speciation has been criticized for several reasons, however, including (i) *Wolbachia* induced transpositions do not always produce sterility (70); (ii) transposable elements (TEs) can be unstable between populations; (iii) *Wolbachia* infections are not common enough to be a major player. Nevertheless, supporting data continue to grow, including theoretical studies indicating that CI differences can be stable, maintain divergence, and select for premating isolation; empirical studies showing CI as contributing to reproductive isolation and reinforcement of mate discrimination between species (74); and the finding that *Wolbachia* infections are much more common than previously recognized (in ~70% of species rather than original estimates of 20%). Parthenogenetic species have also been found to harbor *Wolbachia* (75). In haplodiploids, *Wolbachia* causes parthenogenesis by inducing diploidization of unfertilized haploid eggs, which leads to female development. Parthenogenesis causing *Wolbachia* often occurs as a polymorphism in sexual species, but host genetic changes favoring females that do not mate can lead to fully parthenogenetic species (75). Subsequent loss of genes needed for sexual reproduction makes the process irreversible. Over 20 examples of *Wolbachia*-induced parthenogenetic species have been described in haplodiploids. *Wolbachia* species within the genome in intimate proximity to the nucleus. An exciting recent discovery is that lateral gene transfers from *Wolbachia* to animals are common (76). Approximately one-third of invertebrate genomes show such transfers, sometimes involving large amounts of DNA (e.g., nearly the entire 1.2-MB genome of *Wolbachia in Drosophila ananassae*). Such transfers can either degrade over evolutionary time as a result of mutation accumulation or evolve novel functional genes, and there is evidence of the latter in some species (76, 77).
models that incorporate deleterious, neutral, and beneficial insertions as well as mutational changes in insertions (86). The key empirical and theoretical question becomes “What portion of TE transposition comes from elements associated with beneficial vs. neutral or deleterious effects?” This is crucial for determining what maintains active TEs in a species.

A key observation argues against beneficial insertions being important in the maintenance of active TEs. If TEs are beneficial, we would expect to see specific TE types being maintained within lineages over evolutionary time (i.e., the phylogenies of TE elements should parallel that of the organisms in which they occur). With a few exceptions, this is not the case. Instead, the patterns of TE variation in most species indicate that they tend to invade a species, rapidly proliferate, and then are suppressed (28, 38).

The long-term evolvability argument is that TEs exist because of their long-term contributions to adaptation and innovation (e.g., new genes and gene regulation networks). In its naive form, the long-term evolvability argument is teleological and confuses cause and consequence. Simply, evolution is not anticipatory, and the observation that TE inserts can evolve into functional genes is not proof that they are maintained because they provide genetic material for long-term evolutionary innovation. The idea also suffers from the irreversibility problem. Once a TE insertion has evolved into a function gene or regulatory element, it is unlikely to evolve back into a TE, and thus does not contribute to the pool of active TEs supposedly being maintained for their long-term benefits. In other words, there is no evolutionary feedback to maintain active TEs for long-term benefits.

A more reasonable hypothesis for maintenance of TEs attributable to long-term benefits is based on clade selection (i.e., competition among lineages of species) (81, 84). The clade selection hypothesis is that those clades (e.g., species, genera) with active TE elements are more likely to persist and radiate because of their ability to evolve to changing environments or to evolve innovations. This hypothesis is difficult to test because of the near-ubiquity of TEs. The parasitic vs. evolvability hypotheses do make clear contrasting predictions about what should happen in asexual vs. sexual species, however. The parasitic hypothesis predicts that active TEs will decline in asexual species because of the deleterious effects of transposition, whereas the evolvability hypothesis predicts that they will be maintained (or increase) because of their beneficial effects. Instead, the benefits of TEs might be expected to be even greater in asexual species as a source of beneficial mutations to resist mutational decline and for adaptation to new environments. What few data currently exist support the parasitic hypothesis. Asexual Bdelloid rotifers have significantly reduced TE numbers compared with sexual relatives, including loss of retroelements (87), and asexual _Daphnia_ species show reduced numbers of active TEs compared with sexual _Daphnia_ species (88). More comparisons are needed between related asexual and sexual species to test the predictions of these alternative hypotheses.

A theme in some recent papers is that although TEs were “dismissed” over the past several decades as mere selfish DNA, new evidence now shows that they have evolved functions within the genome (81, 83). Although perhaps a useful literary foil, these statements are not very accurate. Even the original paper by Doolittle and Sapienza (6), which asserted that repetitive elements can be maintained because of their self-replicating properties, goes on to state that “we do not deny that [such elements] may have roles of immediate phenotypic benefit to the organism. Nor do we deny roles for these elements in the evolutionary process.” This same theme has been maintained by advocates of the parasitic hypothesis for the past 2 decades (10, 14–16). Discoveries that TE insertions can evolve into function sequences and induce favorable mutations are not contrary to the SGE hypothesis for TE maintenance. What has been criticized by Doolittle and Sapienza (6) onward are uncritical evolvability claims that TEs exist because they provide evolutionary benefits to organisms. As outlined above, evolvability arguments need to be precisely framed (and in nonteleological terms) to provide testable predictions, such as that beneficial mutations are required for maintenance of active TEs or that clade selection favors lineages with active TEs. This can then lead to more rigorous tests of the evolvability idea. To date, the data continue to support the view that TEs have important evolutionary consequences but are maintained because of their selfish replicative features.

**Conclusions**

Rapidly growing evidence emerging from genomics and advances in genetics indicate that SGEs are important motors for evolutionary change and innovation. Several general principles have recurred in the discussion above, and I will briefly revisit these themes here. The first is that SGEs lead to antagonistic coevolution with other components of the genome. Important features of eukaryotic genomes (e.g., DNA methylation, RNAi, small RNA regulatory pathways, R-M systems) have evolved, at least in part, as defense mechanisms against SGEs. Many genetic elements have mixed phenotypes, with both selfish (parasitic and “beneficial” (“mutalistic”) features. The classic example is the mitochondrion, which is clearly beneficial but also shows selfish features (e.g., cytoplasmic male sterility) that reduce nuclear gene fitness, thus leading to genetic conflict. Evolutionary dependency can also evolve in hosts with ubiquitous SGEs, which can lead to irreversible dependence. Growing evidence supports a significant role of SGEs in eukaryotic development and speciation, and possibly also in extinction of species. Genome domestication of SGEs leads to evolutionary innovations, including acquisition of new genes and gene regulation from TEs, heritable microbes (e.g., _Wolbachia_), and selfish plasmids. Safe havens can promote longer associations of SGEs with host lineages and also may facilitate their domestication. Finally, distinctions are made between the evolutionary consequences of SGEs and the factors that maintain them over evolutionary time. Clear formalizations of the idea of evolvability as a means for evolutionary maintenance of SGEs will facilitate rigorous testing of this idea. Nevertheless, current evidence strongly supports the view that SGEs are maintained by their transmission-enhancing phenotypes and that evolutionary innovations emerging from them are a consequence of their existence rather than the cause.
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